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Far lefi, Syluie Blocher: Liing
Pictures/Are You a Masterpiece?,
1999, tideo installation; ln the
"Sporting Life" efiibition at the
Museum of Contemporary Art,
Sgdney. Photo Greg Weight.

Nea,r leJt, Stelarc during hk
" E xten rle rl Arm " p erfo rmance,
2000; part qf the "Bod.!l
Language" exhibition at laan
Dougherty Gallery.

Below, Rosemary Laing:
Brownwork #$ 1997, C-print,
48 by 101 /, inches; in "Sporting
Life.'
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Near right, Sidneg Nolan: Self Portrait,
19t19, acrylic on hessian on hartl-
board,, 2t1 by 20 inches; in the

'Australian lcons" exhibition at the
Art Gallery qf New South Wales.

Far right, Anneke in't Veld: Michael,
1999, C-print, 39'/' by 39 % inches; in
"Sporting Life."



REPORT FROM S]TDNEY I

fut and Sport Down Under
Sydney's Olym,pi,c Arts Festiual ru,i,red histori,cal, i,ndi,genous and contem,porary art

lncluded in the exhibition
l"sporting Life," which was pre-
sented at Sydney's Museum of
Contemporary Art as part of the
Olympic Arts Festival held in con-
junction with the Sydney 2000
Olympic Games, was a video by
Isaeli axtist Uri lbaig titled o (1998).

Set within a kind of boxing-ring
enclosure, two teams play an
ururamed ball game. Both teams con-
sist of men and women wearing the
same red costume (each with a dif-
ferent configuration of large white
dots), so their members are virtually
indistinguishable. The players run,
spin, jump and turn with consider-
able grace and skill as they bounce,
carry or pass the ball, The game is
shown at a normal pace as well as

speeded up and in slow motion, and
tlre camera an$e occasionally shifts
from a side view to full-face closeups
or to a distant, overhead vantage
point. All the while, a digital clock
ticks away the seconds rernaining in
the game. When the clock hits 0,

trere is n0 pause; the numbers simply begin to
dimb, and the game goes on.

This work relates to the Olympic Games
ttrough the grace and skill of Tzaig's players
(t'hey are actually professional dancers) and
erough the spirit of teamwork that perrades the
feld. In this match, however, there are no win-

-ls, no medals, no expressions of national pride,
r commercial sponsorship, no media coverage.

the game is endless and pointless. This evocative
nrk offers multiple levels of meaning,

I?aig's video ably demonstrates some of the
between art a.nd sport. They belong to

worlds (and institutions), tend to have

audiences of different sizes and employ
own forms of address. Yet art programs have

a chartered component of the modern
since the games were held in Stockholm

1912. At that time, a Pentathlon of the Muses

initiated-an international art competition
awarded gold, silver and bronze medals in

areas of music, sculpture, visual art, litera-
and poetry. In the early'50s, the poor quality

the submissions and a general lack of interest
to the competitions being replaced by per-

programs and visual-art exhibitions
by the host cities. Today, the arts festi

planned in conjunction with the 0lympic
are important components of a city's bid

h the games, Sydney's petition included an

StiU oJ Uri Tzaig's @, 1998, oi.deo installation;
in "Sporting Lif,e."

in a,panoply of shows.

BY RONI FEINSTEIN

Framing a Festiva!
The Sydney 2000 Olympic Arts Festival encom-
passed music, dance, theater, film, per-
formance and the yisual arts.2 It extended from
the first week of August to the middle of
November (Australia's spring), overlapping
both the Olympic and Paralympic (for disabled
athletes) games. The visual-arts exhibition pro-
gram featured a mix of the historic and the
contemporary, the international and the home-
grown. Not surprisingly, the city of Sydney was
the star attraction. Many shows focused on its
environs and landmarks; its people, customs
and ethnicity; its art, culture and history; and
its sophisticated architecture and design. In a
few, the focus widened beyond Sydney to
include the state of New South Wales or the
entirety of Australia. Another category of pre-
sentations highlighted Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander art; contemporary indigenous
work from Oceania and New Zealand was shown
as well.3 A third category introduced historicat
art and artifacts with exhibitions such as "1000
Years of the 0lympic Games: Treasures of
Ancient Greece," Leonarda da Vinci's Codex
Leicester (lent by Bill and Melinda Gates) and
a show of traditional Korean ceramics and
scrolls, all at the Powerhouse Museum, or
"Dead Sea Scrolls" at the Art Gallery of New
South Wales.a

With upwards of 50 art extribitions
presented at 31 venues citywide, the
sheer number of shows was a
problem, The festival's 47-page illus-
trated brochure did not distinguish
among them. Lesser shows were put
into the same pot with retrospec-
tives of quality, significance and
worth. A show consisting of pho-
tographs of cities taken by teenagers
was given the same billing as an
exhibition of masterworks from the
collection of the Art Gallery of New
South Wales, Sydney's major art
museum.

Sporting Lile
This said, quite a number of things
were done right. Several large, well-
researched and well-curated exhi-
bitions would have been at home in
in4jor museums anywhere. A few of
the smaller, quirkier shows were
also appealing and enlightening.
(A significant component of the
Olympic Arts Program-the public

sculptures-is considered in a separate article by
Felicity Fenner [see p, 89].)

"Sporting Life," the show that included Tzaig's

video, was a three-part exhibition organized by
MCA curator Rachel Kent. This intelligent and
provocative exhibition was one of the high points
of the festival and could be a model for future
0lympic art festivals. The heart of the show was
contemporary art: recent and newly commis-
sioned works by 18 artists, half of them Australian
and half international, which reflect upon the
interconnections between art, sport and everyday

life as well as ideas about rules, competition and
the emphasis placed upon winning. These works
address the gap between art and sport in today's
society and challenge the idealization of the ath-
Ietic body; their ironic stance provided some
much-needed comic relief in the face of the
earnestness of the games themselves.

The other parts of the exhibition were some-

what problematic. The Trophy Room, a gallery
with bright yellow walls, red carpets and a profu-

sion of mirrors, contained hundreds of trophies,
medals, plaques and ribbons won by Sydney's
sports-crazed residents (young and old, amateur
and professional) in competitions ranging from
rugby, cricket and primary-school swimming to
nude golf and "worst fire truck driver of the year,"

In contrast, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Hall of Fame, a large gallery installed
with black-and-white photographs of past indige-four-part, four-year arts program.r
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nous Ol,mpic medal winners, seemed out 0f place
in relation to the Trophy Room, as it constituted a
sincere act of homage.

However, the presence of a video work by
Tracey Moffatt, Australia's most internationally
known artist and an individual of Aboriginal her-
itage, linked the contemporary-art component of
"Sporting Life" to the Hall of Fame section. For
Heauen (1997), Moffatt, using a hand-held video
camera, took an at once candid and erotically
charged look at Australian surf culture, focusing
on the taut bodies of male surfers as they change
into and out of wetsuits; a soundtrack of tribal
drum beats and music seems to refer to what
might be called "primitive male bonding rituals"
on the one hand and Moffatt's "sexually predato-

ry" voyeurism on the other.
Another work in the contemporary-art section

was French artist Sylvie Blocher's video installa-
tion Liai,ng Pi,ctures/Are You a Masterpi,ece?
(1999). It consists of closeups of members of
Princeton University's football team projected
onto a wall. Each individual was filmed against a

white background as he responded to philosophi-
cal questions about art and sport posed by the
artist. Video monitors scattered around the
gallery floor displayed the texts of her questions
in rotating fashion and in several dlfferent lan-
guages: "Are athletes artists of the body?" "Is art
competition?" "Are you a masterpiece?" "What
goes out of style earlier, artists or athletes?" The
work offers a wry comment on the athlete as
hero, since these "heroes" are inarticulate and
display all-too-human failings.

French artist Alan Fleischer's series "Le Jeu de
la R6gle" (1992-2000) uses computer technology
to hilariously distort images of tennis courts, lap
pools, soccer fields and the like. In one photo-
graph, a large tree obstructs one iane of a
running track; in another, a railroad track
extends across a soccer field. Dutch artist Anneke
in't Veld's lavish, high-color photographs deal
with issues of sexual orientation, body image and
the notion of a body transformed, expressed
through the juxtaposition of images of male and
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female bodybuilders with those of transsexuals
and transvestites.

In a series offive digital photographs set within
a larger installation, Melbourne-based Patricia
Piccinini focuses on the bodysuited figure of
Australian world-champion cyclist Shane Kelly in
a simulated velodrome; although sans cycle, Kelly
seems to convey the very notion of speed. Sydney
photographer Rosemary Laing was represented
by two panoramic photos: in one, a female javelin
thrower aims her weapon at the nose of a jumbo
jet, and in the other, a woman is shown rope-
climbing within a jet's gutted interior. Both
images evoke biblical scenarios (David and
Goliath, Jonah and the whale) while pitting
human capability against the behemoth of mod-
ern technolory.

Aussie Modern &
Gontemporary
Several rvorks from Laing's "flight research series"
(1998 2000), a captivating group of photographs in
which a bride floats magically in the sky, were
concurrently on view in "Body Language: art, sport
and the cyber conversation" at the Ivan Doughertl
Gallery of the University of New South Wales. A
fine exhibition, modest in scale, it featured the
work of four contemporary Australians-Laing,
John E. Hughes, Paula Dawson and Stelarc. The
video projection of Stelarc's ear\er EX0SKELE-
701y' performance was interesting to consider in
relation to the O1ympics, as it offered the artist's
view of a cyborg future. His body was secured
within a six-legged, spiderlike machine that
hissed, sputtered, twisted and movedjerkily about
under his hand-held control (though it often
appeared that the machine was controlling him).5
For "Body Language" he staged a performance
titled Ertended Arm in which a prosthesis was
used to expand (through elongation) and limit (by
rendering robotic) the capabilities of his biologi-
cal arm.

"Urban Dingo: the art and life of Lin 0nus

New works by Australian
and international artists
reflected on connections
between art, sport and
everyday life, as well
as ideas about rules,
competition and the
emphasis on winning.

1948-1996,' organized by the Queensland Art
Gallery, Brisbane, and curated by Margo Neale.
was presented along with "Sporting Life" at the
MCA. Onus, a recently deceased Melbourne-based
artist, '*.as the son of a Scottish mother and an

Aboriginal father, a well-known indigenous
activist in whose footsteps he followed. In the
mid-'80s, Onus developed a distinctive style of
art-making in rvhich symbols, patterns and
designs taught to him by Aboriginal communitl-
elders were introduced into Western-style photo-
realist landscape paintings. Witty, irreverent and
thought-provoking, 0nus's symbol-laden work-<

deal with issues of identity, land rights, the recla-
mation of culture and racial injustice. -\
commbntary on Australian surf culture and
national identity are found in the gouache
Michael and I are just sli,ppi,ng down to the puh

for a mi,nute (1992), which features two of 0nus's
favorite indigenous "totems": a dingo, whose coai
is striped in the colors of the Aboriginal flag, anti
a stingray, rendered in the crosshatch patterr:
known as rarrk. The dingo uses the stingray as a

surfboard, riding, presumably to the pub of thr

Lin Onus: Michael and I are just slipping down
to the pub for a minute, 1992, gouache on illustrattt*
board,, 30 by 29'l inches. Priaate colkctian; parl
oJ the "Urban Dingo" exhibition at the Museum oJ
Contemporarlt Art,

Patri.ci.a Piccinini: One of fiae digital prints fiom the "Sheen-1:00.613a" series, 1998,
each 47'/t by 94% inches; in "Sporting Life."
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title, upon Hokusai's famous wave. (While the
artist may not have intended such a reading, on
one level, "pub" alludes to Australia's British her-
itage, while the wave from the 19th-century
woodcut can be understood as a reference to the
recent widespread influx of Asian immigrants).

National identity was also a focus of the highly
touted "Australian Icons: Twenty futlsts from the
Collection" at the Art Gallery of New South Wales,

organized by Barry Pearce, head curator of
Australian art. It featured more than 250 works
by 20 masters drawn from the museum's exten-
sive holdings. While the idea of such a show was

admirable and the work high in quality, the result
was flat and uninspired. It began on a high note
with galleries devoted to the work of Tom Roberts

bronze Oprs 7l4t 1988,
9l bU 11'l by 4%feet.

and futhur Streeton, key figures in the nationally
celebrated Heidelberg School formed in
]lelbourne in the 1880s, which was dedicated to
the development of a distinctly Australian subject
matter and style and to plein-air painting. Among
the works on view were Roberts's The GoLden

Fleece (1894), an intimate portrait of labor at a
sheep-shearing station, and Streeton's Fi,re's 0n
(1895), a painting depicting the death of a rail-
riay worker in an explosion. The latter work is
notable for its total lack of drama, as the accident
is subsumed in the landscape's scorching heat
and light.

The exhibition then moved to the work of its
only female representatives, two early proponents
of modernism in Australia: Grace Cossington
Smith, who worked in a Post-lmpressionist style
beginning in the mid-1910s, and Margaret
Preston, who advocated a distinctive national
st)-le based on the forms of native flora and who
$as among the first to borrow from Aboriginal
art. A painter and printmaker (reproductions of
her woodcuts are ubiquitous in Sydney), Preston
can be compared with Georgia 0'Keeffe and
Canada's Emily Carr in her work and her sensibil-
in'. She deserves to be more widely known.

-{fter this encouraging start, the show lost its
momentum in gallery after gallery of similar and

rather dull paintings (mostly by dead white
males). The progression, which included some
famous names such as Sidney Nolan, was relieved
by the work of a single sculptor, Bobefi Klippel;
by the eccentric, semi-abstract figuration of Brett
Whitely; and by the work of two closely related
Aboriginal artists, Mawalan Marika and
Munggurrawuy Yunupingu, who were among the
first to produce bark paintings for sale in the mid-
1930s. (Before that time, Aboriginal painting was
intricately bound with sacred ancestral beliefs
and was practiced ceremonially, confined to the
body, rock and sand.) The show could have used

more women, contemporary artists and work in a
wider variety of mediums-it did not really live
up to its billing as presenting "a panorama of
Australian art from the Heidelberg School,
through to the present day." Photographs by Max
Dupain and Tracey Moffatt, for example, would
have been welcome additions; the former's black-
and-white image of a male sun-worshiper lying on
the sand (Sunbaker,1937) has itselflong been an
Australian icon.

Aboriginal Mastery
Aboriginal art produced for the open market was

the theme of the extensive and enlightening exhi-
bition "Papunya Tula: Genesis and Genius," also

on view at the fut Gallery of New South Wales.

Masterfully curated and installed by Hetti
Perkins, the museum's curator of Aboriginal and
Torues Strait Islander art, the show traced the
development of Papunya Tula Artists, an
Aboriginal companyformed in 1971. In the 1960s,

the Australian government had built a settlement
in Papunya, a desert location in Central Australia,
240 kilometers from Alice Springs, to house a var-
ied population of Aboriginal people. Living
conditions were harsh and the people demoral-
ized. In 1971, encouraged by schoolteacher
Geoffrey Bardon, a group of men came together to
paint a mural on the schoolhouse wall, employing
motifs which to that point had been utilized only
in sand and body painting as part of ceremonial
rituals. The rest, as they say, is history. The

Margaret Preston:
Wheelflower, ca, 1929, painted, wood'
17'A by 171, inches.

Grace Cossington Smith: The Sock Knitte4 1915,
oil on canuas, 24% by 20 inches. All works thk
page in'Australian lcons."

Honey Ant Mural on the school wall triggered an
outpouring of cultural expression, which led to
the formation of Papunya Tula Artists. After an
initial flurry of sales, there was a lull until the
early 1980s, when a national and then interna-
tional market began to take 0ff.

The exhibition opened with small-scale paint-
ings on cardboard, scrap wood and fruit-box ends

dating from the early '70s; these are vibrant
works, pulsating with a profusion of dots, wrig-
gling lines and other patterning. Although they
appear to be brilliant abstractions (unlike other
forms of Aboriginal painting, Papunya Tula works
include few figurative elements), they deal in
q,rnbols and tell stories through their forms and
the colors ofthe desert landscape.

Moving ahead, the works grew in size and
began to appear on canvas or linen supports.
Although they vary widely in color, touch and
composition, most of the paintings feature sur-
faces completely activated with marks and
patterns, so that traditional figure-ground rela-
tionships are minimized or eliminated. This is
particularly true of the work of Mick Namarari

fiapaltjarri and Turkey Tolson I)upurrula, which
feature allover patterns of stripes or dots. The
eloquent minimalism of these works created
since the late'80s reflects the artists'increasing
freedom to develop individual styles and invent
new forms.

A highlight of the show was the sand painting
jointly created on site by four visiting Papunya
Tula artists. 0n a ground plane of sand, they
incised patterns similar to those seen in the
works on canvas that hung on the surrounding
walls. Flowers and plant libers (from the wamulu,
a native wtrite daisy with a cottonlike consis-
tency), some stained with red ocher, were
inserted into the grooves, producing a patterned,
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Wooden prototqpe for Robert Klippel's
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Aboriginal paintihgsr
pulsating with a profusion
of dots, wriggling lines
and other patterns, began
as stories of the desert
landscape but now
reflect new forms and
individual styles.

highly textured carpet of flowers. ("Sandpain-
ting," howevet, seemed a misnomer, as no sand
was visibie in the end.)

The exhibition concluded with a room devoted
to Papunya Tula women painters. Most of the
work was from the past four to five years; the
Papunya Tula women began to paint in the early
'80s, but the practice did not become wide-
spread until the mid-'90s. These paintings, some
produced by a collective, such as the Ki,ntore
women's pai,nti,ng for the Western Desert
Dialysis Appeal (2000), feature motifs that rep-
resent water holes, seeds, fruits and small
animals that are a traditional part of the women's
world.

One of the undisputed highlights of the
Olympic futs Festival, "Papunya Tula" so impress-
ed international visitors that discussions are

Mick Namarari fiapaltjani: Tjuningpa Dreaming
at Tjiterulpq 1994, acrylic on canaas, 71 '/r by 47%
inches. Priu ate c o lle ction.
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Billy Stockman Tljapalgarri: WiId Potato (Yala)
Dreaming, 1 9 7 1, acrylic on board, 2 I % bg 1 8'k inches.
Priuate collection. All works on this page in the
"Papunga Tula" exhibition at the Art Gallery ofNew
South lVales.

underway to organize a European tour. Less
imposing but worthwhile was "Transitions: 17

Years of the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Art Award," presented at the Customs
House on Circular Quay in a gallery space affiliat-
ed with the Australia Museum. The show included
works in a range of mediums (glass, wood, ceram-.
ic, textiles and photography as well as painting
and sculpture) by winners of Australia's premier
indigenous art award, which was initiated almost
two decades ago by the Museum and Art Gallery
of the Northern Territory in Darwin. A veritable
"who's who" of leading artists (Papunya Tula
artist Mick Namarari l)apaltjarri as well as John
Mawurndjul, Lin 0nus, Peggr Napangardi Jones,
Gordon Bennett, Brenda L. Croft, Judy Watson
and many others), the event highlighted the tran-
sition from an insular art based on age-old
tradition to a dynamic expression of cultural
interactions. In Linda Syddick Napaltjarri's paint-
ingET Beturning Home (1994), for example, flat
patterns and a traditional Aboriginal dot tech-
nique depict the title character in Steven
Spielberg's film riding home in a spaceship; the
image expresses the artist's yearning for the
Pintubi homeland of her childhood.

Looking Locally
AIso at the Customs House were several presenta-
tions devoted to architecture and design. 0bject
Galleries of the Australian Center for Craft and
Design featured work by an Adelaide-based jew-
elry workshop and a selection of lamps and
furniture by Australian designers. "sydney 2000
Olympic Design of the New Millennium," at City
Exhibition Space, was more substantive, display-
ing large-scale working models, architectural
drawings, photographs and plans for the stadiums
and public spaces of the Ol5,rnpic Park. It detailed
the history of Homebush Bay, the main 0lyrnpic
site; furnished a glimpse of the buildings and pub-

lic-art projects; and considered the site's "ecol,.,;-
ical sustainability" with regard to uses of solr
power and water conservation. 0f 0lympic Park.
many stadiums, arenas and transit buildings-
almost al1 characterized by soaring, archin:
elaborately articulated roofs-the Arche-
Pavilion, designed by Stutchbury and Pape :
Sydney-area architecture and landscape firi:.
stood alone in its simplicity and wit. It consisti:
of a long, sloping slab roof extended over a ser:.+
of rectangular sheds, the roof supported b.v- Io:.:
skinny columns configured to look like arrorr's.

At the Museum of Sydney, two exhibiti,.:'
focused on the city: "Sydney Harbor" and "S1'dn=-,'
siders." The latter consisted of resident ph,,: -
journalist Lorrie Graham's black-and-r'hr;.
photos of people of the metropolis taken duri:r
the 12 months preceding the games. These p, :
traits offered a broad-spectrum look at the I.: -
and rituals of ordinary people, from child:.:
training to be lifesavers to drag queens, and :-..
provided a sense of the city's ethnic divers.:-
Intriguingly, the photos' tonal quality and sutg.,:,
matter seemed to deff contemporaneity, con'".r
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Shorty Lungkata Tjungunagi: Untitled,,
1972, acrylic on board,, 18'k by 19% inches.
Pri0ate colkction.

ing instead a sense of nostalgia for an . :.,"
Sydney.

"Sydney Harbor" explored the harbor's I., -
at the center of Sydney life through t-orks .: i
wide range of both conventional and untrai-- :-
al mediums. An intelligent and eccentric :- r
(which seems to be this institution's speci:- -
it intermingled paintings, prints, photo{:,: r:
and sculptures dating from the 19th cerrrr r L

the present with buoys, model skiffs, rrlti: :i:r
botanical illustrations of marine life. Arni:: 'r"
most engaging objects in the exhibiti.,: o --
Steven Greenwood's ship in a bottle: wirh:: ': --
confined space, a video monitor less than - -: :
square played the film "Mutiny on the Bour.:, ' ,
replica of the Bounty sails Sydney Harbc: - r;.,,

for tourist cruises.)
Among the modest shows geared ma-:

local audiences, I particularly liked "State '."-



Stephen Greenuoodr After the H,M.S. Bounty, 1096, l-inch uideo
monitor, bottle, brass, wood,, 5 by 4% by 12'l inches;in the "Sgdneg
Earbor" exhibition at the Museum o.f Syd.ney.

'('aratah," a charming and entertaining exhibiti0n
:hat explored the image of the New South Wales
state flower in paintings, prints, photographs,
xchitecture, furniture, ceramics, fashion, jewe1ry

and the like. The show was fascinating from a
:rciological point ofview, as it ably demonstrated
:he impact of a nationalist symbol upon artr
,iesign and popular culture. While "Waratah
:ania" was at its height during the first two
jecades of the 2Oth century, the flower was
:,r,rminent in the bouquet presented to 0lyrnpic
:edalists at the Sydney Games.

Thinking Big
-\ supremely relevant show was "1000 Years of the

'-,rmpic Games," a selection of ancient Greek trea-
s;res lent by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture,
,i:heru, many of them shown outside Greece for the

---- 

--

dr-: llhiteleg: Sydney Harbor by Night,
- !. L black ink on paper, 1 1 % inches squarc;
a '>ydneg ilarbor,"

like ihis, as rvell as "Papunya
Tula," "Sporting Life" and
"Urban Dingo"-shows grand
in conception and design and
of an international standard.
0ther shorvs that had themes
appropriate for pariicular
museums in the period of the
Oiympic Games should not
have been billed as primary
Olympic fut Festival events; it
behooves future 0l;6npic orga-
nizers to prioritize and be
more discerning. The 0ll.rnpics
is, by its very nature, larger
than life: the world's best ath-
letes are gathered together;
hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple from around the globe
come to watch and suppolt
them; thousands pr.rform in
the opening and closing cere-
monies; stadiums, transit
systems and athletes' villages
are constructed and a city's
aspect is inrproved (cleaned
up, with nelv roads, tunnels, hotels and lestau-
rants constructed, and so on). For the arts, the
0lympics is not a l,ime for understatement and
modesty but for blockbuster and spectacle. -

1. The Olynpic Alts Festival of 2000 concluded a series
begun in 1997 ivhich, Sydney's 0lympic organizers
r'laim, rvas instrumental in the citv's ivinning the bid
to host thc games. "The Festival of llreaming," a three-
week program devoted to the rvorld's indigenous
cultures, was held in Svdney in 1097. "A Sea Change,"
a nine-month nationivide program in 1998, focused on
explorat,ion and settlernent rvolldlide, commemorat-
ing immigrant explorr,rrs, adventulers and refugees
from war nnd strife. ln 1999, the year-long "llcaching
the World" took the u,ork of Austlalian visual artists
and perfolnrers abloarl. Ttvo painting shotvs rvere
drarm lilrn the colletrtion of the National Gallery of
Australia, Canberra: "Nelv Worlds from 01d," which
traveled to the Wadsivolth Atheneuni, Harttbrd, and
1he Cotcoran Galler'1, ol Alt, \\iashington, D.C., and

first time, Greek antiquities
wcre also seen in Atlanta in
1996 (in a large exhibitir)n spon-
sored b"v IBNI) and will no doubt
be a central focus at the 2004
Games in Athens.6 The exhibi
tion's statues, reliefs and
vessels, depicting athletes and
al,hletic competition, represent-
ed a historical moment when
art and sport met on equal
ground, both being devoted to
the glory and i,rppeasement of
the gods. While the sacred sig-

nificance of the 0lyrnpics has
long since been lost, the naked
forrn of the (male) athlete
reniains an enduring model of
physical perfection.

In the end, it seems that
what succeeded best in Sydney
were 0lympic-scale and
0lympic-caliber exhibitions

"Exhibition of Australian Contemporary Art," which
fbcused on traditional iind urban Australian indige-
nous art and toured to Vienna and St. Petersburg.
"Sydney 2000 0l1.mpic Design of the Nerv Millennium,"
discussed in this article, ivas presented in 1999 at the
Royal Institute of British Architects' London head-
quarters as part of "Reaching the World."
2. The artistic director ofthe Oli,mpic Arts Festival was
Leo Schofield, veteran director of many Sydney and
Melbourne international festivals. Karillm Brown was
programs director for both the performing and visual-
arts programs, For the most part, the city's museums
and public institutions rvorked independently to con-
ceive exhibitions and submit proposals to the Sydney
0rganizing Committee for the 0lympic Games
(S0C0G), from rvhich approved shows received market-
ing and promotion support. Th.e Sydney Morning
HeraLd, toge:t,her with the City of Sydney, was a princi
pal sponsor of the 0llrynpic arts programs.
ii, These exhibitions were a priority of S0C0G, which
provided funding and arranged venues for "Urban
Dingo: The Art and Life of Lin 0nus 1948-1996" at the
Museum of Contemporary Art and "Shrines for the Next
Millennium" at Sydney College of the Arts.
4. "Dead Sea Scrolls" was a fascinating but meager exhi

Lorie Graham: Cole Classic 0riginal, 1999, black-and-tuhite photo,
10% by 16 inches, in the "Sydneysiders" exhibition
o,t the Museum of Sydney.

bition consisting ol a few fragments of the scrolls, sup-
plenented by billboard-sized photographs and text
panels. Ther exhibition (affectionately nicknamed by
some the "Dead Sea Scraps") wanted a presentation
like the Codex Leicester's at the Powerhouse Museum.
Pages of l,eonardo's notebook were displayed and 30

computer terminals provided opportunities for visitors
to examine indMdual sheets at close hand and in trans-
lation. The high-qualitv technological c0mp0nent was

no doubt due to the Codex's current owners, Bill and
Melinda Gates.

5. EX0SKELET)N, Etten,t for Ert,ended Body antl
l4ktLkin.g Machine. rvas pelformed for "Cyborg Fictions,"
Dampfzentrale, Bern, Switzerland, 1 999.
(i, A virtual-reality tour of ancient Olympia ca. 200 8.C.,
which formed part of the Sydney presentation, may
appear in Gleece as well.

Author: Porri Fei.nstein. is on art historian an.d critic
currentlg liri.n11 in Sgdne11.
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